Week Against Mass Incarceration: Mass Incarceration & the Housing Crisis

Feb 28
Origins of the Housing Crisis & the Criminalization of Poverty
Join Claire Herbert (PhD) to learn about the intersections between law, housing, and incarceration

Mar 1
Perspectives on Housing, Homelessness, and Mass Incarceration in the Age of COVID-19
A panel experience with the Oregon Law Center & West Coast Social Justice Attorneys featuring: Ed Johnson, Doug Ecks, Gautam Jagannath, and Dianne Prado

Mar 2
Stop the Sweeps: How to Struggle and How to Win
Learn from a coalition of individuals fighting against sweeps and those who profit from the exploitation of poverty and public space

Mar 3
Alex S. Vitale: Policing and the Unhoused - Harms and Alternatives
Listen & learn from the author of The End of Policing who has spent the last 30 years researching the topic and consults police departments & human rights organizations internationally

Mar 4
Day of Action & Strategy with The Way Home
A full day experience: spend 1/2 the day serving the community; spend the other 1/2 strategizing legal tactics to address the issues impacting the unhoused community

Food provided. First come, first served

Check out our Insta for more info: @uo_nlg